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ABSTRACT
Imitation is a powerful learning tool when humans and ro-
bots interact in a social context. A series of experimental
runs and a small pilot user study were conducted to eval-
uate the performance of a system designed for robot imi-
tation. Performance assessments of similarity of imitative
behaviours were carried out by machines and by humans:
the system was evaluated quantitatively (from a machine-
centric perspective) and qualitatively (from a human per-
spective) in order to study the reconciliation of these views.
The experimental results presented here illustrate how the
number of exceptions can be used as a performance measure
by a robotic or software imitator of an object manipula-
tion behaviour. (In this context, exceptions are events when
the optimal displacement and/or rotation that minimize the
dissimilarity metrics used to generate a corresponding imita-
tive behaviour cannot be directly achieved in the particular
context.) Results of the user study giving similarity judg-
ments on imitative behaviours were used to examine how
the quantitative measure of the number of exceptions (from
a robot’s perspective) corresponds to the qualitative evalua-
tion of similarity (from a human’s perspective) for the imi-
tative behaviours generated by the jabberwocky system.
Results suggest that there is a good alignment between this
quantitive system-centered assessment and the more quali-
tative human-centered assessment of imitative performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning; I.2.9 [Artificial
Intelligence]: Robotics; I.2.m [Artificial Intelligence]:
Miscellaneous—Imitation, Programming by demonstration

General Terms
Measurement, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Having a robot observe and learn to perform a task from

an experienced teacher presents a more flexible and adaptive
solution than explicit pre-programming or restrictive hard-
wiring. Robotics researchers are inspired by imitation and
social learning in animals and humans to create controllers
for their autonomous robots. The major directions of work
have been using such behaviours with humans for adaptive
learning [8, 12, 6, 3, 7] and also allowing the robots to be
able to engage in richer, more natural social interactions [5,
11, 4].

A fundamental problem when learning how to imitate is to
create an appropriate (partial) mapping between the actions
afforded by particular embodiments to achieve correspond-
ing states and effects by the model and imitator agents –
solving a correspondence problem [9]. The related problem
of what to imitate is addressed by the choice of metrics and
sub-goal granularity that should be used for generating im-
itative behaviour, depending on the context [10].

Our work results from the Cogniron project which investi-
gates the development of a robot companion for a domestic
scenario. A robotic companion at home could for example
acquire knowledge of arranging some household objects on
a table from observing its human owner. Acquiring such
skills socially requires matching different aspects of the ef-
fects that the human actions have on objects in the environ-
ment, e.g. matching the relative positioning and orientations
of plates and silverware in a dinner setting. Also the vari-
ous contexts within which a task is replicated might require
its generalization to various settings and to other types and
shapes of manipulated objects. We examine how the per-
formance of such a robot (able to imitate using a system
like jabberwocky described in the next section) could be
quantitatively evaluated from the robot’s perspective and
how this could be compared with a qualitative evaluation
from the human’s perspective. The results from a series of
experimental runs and a pilot user study are presented in
this paper and their implications for the design of robots
that imitate are discussed.
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Figure 1: The JABBERWOCKY system architec-
ture. Using data captured from a human and given
appropriate metrics and sub-goal granularity, the
multi-target system can produce an action command
sequence plan that when executed by a software or
hardware agent can achieve corresponding actions,
states and/or effects. The corresponding actions,
states and effects as demonstrated by the imitator
can also be captured and used as a demonstration
for another imitating agent. Differently embodied
and constrained target systems in various contexts
are supported.

2. THE JABBERWOCKY SYSTEM
To address the correspondence problem in imitation of hu-

mans in social context, we are currently developing jabber-

wocky, a system that can use captured data from a human
demonstrator to generate appropriate action commands to
achieve a matching behaviour (see Figure 1). The action
commands can be targeted for various robotic simulation
(software) and physical (hardware) platforms. These ac-
tions allow the imitating agent to achieve corresponding ac-
tions, states and/or effects, depending on the given metrics
and granularity (relevant to the demonstrated task and con-
text), embodiment restrictions and constraints (imposed by
the targeted imitator platform), and possibly different ini-
tial configuration of the objects in the environment. A how
to imitate module uses the metrics and sub-goal granularity
provided by a what to imitate module, plus the initial state,
embodiment restrictions and constrains of the imitator, to
generate appropriate action commands that if executed by
the targeted imitator platform will result in corresponding
actions, states and/or effects.

The current implementation of the jabberwocky system
focuses on solving the correspondence problem for the effects
behavioural aspect (for example, displacement and rotation
of ‘block’ objects on a two-dimensional workspace accord-
ing to given effect metrics - see next section) and generates
a plan according to which the imitator (which is assumed
capable of manipulating the objects on its own) can suc-
cessfully achieve an imitative behaviour based on a demon-
stration by a human. For a more detailed description of the
jabberwocky system see [1, 2].

3. EFFECT METRICS
Towards a characterization of the space of effect metrics,

i.e. those that relate to the manipulation of objects (rather
than, say, body postures or limb movements), we have ex-
plored absolute/relative angle and displacement aspects and
focused on overall arrangement and the trajectory of manip-
ulated objects [2]. Focusing on aspects of orientation and
displacement of the manipulated objects, two types of ef-
fect metrics can be used, displacement and angular. The
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Figure 2: A selection of displacement effect met-
rics. To measure the discrepancy between object
displacements, the relative displacement, absolute po-

sition or relative position effect metrics can be used.
The first row shows three examples of effects demon-
strated by the model. The second row shows the way
the corresponding object (in a different workspace)
needs to be moved (from dashed to solid outline)
by an imitator to match the corresponding effects
according to each metric. The grey triangles are
superimposed to show that for the relative position

effect metric, the relative final positions of the ob-
jects are the same.
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Figure 3: Depending on the effect metric used, qual-
itatively dissimilar imitative behaviours can result
from dissimilar object configurations (here position
only). The figure illustrates three examples of using
different displacement effect metrics.

first type relates an object’s movement and position in the
workspace (e.g. relative displacement, absolute position or
relative position on a table surface, see Figure 2), and the
second type to the object’s orientation. Using these met-
rics, one can evaluate the similarity between the effects on
the environment (object displacement and/or rotation) of
the model and the imitator, without considering the state
or the actions of the agents that caused them (cf. [9]).

Some examples of circumstances where each of these met-
rics can be useful (in the context of setting up a dining table)
would be placing a salad bowl or the main plate in the cen-
ter of the table (absolute position), arranging the forks and
knives next to the plates (relative position and orientation)
or (having placed a set of plates, silverware and glasses at
each seat) repeating the dining arrangement for each person
(relative displacement and rotation).

If the objects start from the same positions in the imita-
tor’s workspace as in the demonstrator’s workspace, all the
displacement effect metrics become equivalent (i.e. using any
of them, the same trajectories will be generated); similarly
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Figure 4: Three objects are manipulated in an ex-
ample of a demonstration (generated, not captured
from a human subject). The figure visualizes the ef-
fects of the demonstrated behaviour. At each frame
(segmentation according to the sub-goal granularity
used), the displacement of an object is shown (ar-
row) from its previous (dotted outline) to its current
position (solid outline).

if the objects start in the same orientations all the angular
effect metrics become equivalent (the objects rotate in the
same way as in the demonstration). But if the objects start
in a dissimilar initial configuration (positions and/or orien-
tations) to that of the demonstration, the choice of metrics
affects qualitatively the character of the resulting imitative
behaviour (see Figure 3). See [2] for precise mathematical
definitions of these and other effect metrics, as well as for
the capacity to use them in generalizing imitative behaviours
across different initial configurations.

4. MACHINE-CENTERED ASSESSMENT
Using the jabberwocky system, we conducted a series of

experimental runs to examine how the performance of the
system using the various effect metrics could be quantita-
tively measured, from the system’s perspective.

Depending on the context (initial object configuration,
imitator embodiment restrictions and environment constraints),
sometimes the displacement and/or rotation of an object (in
order to minimize the metric used) is not directly achievable.
In those cases, the system generates action commands that
result instead in a modified displacement and/or orientation
that can be carried out.1 We call these events exceptions,

1In some cases, the only possible alternative might be for
the imitator not to move/rotate the object at all and instead
continue with the rest of the imitative behaviour, assuming
that the problem would be resolved by the next time the
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Figure 5: Imitative Behaviour based on the demon-
stration shown in Figure 4 and with the objects
starting from a dissimilar initial configuration (posi-
tions and orientations), the JABBERWOCKY sys-
tem generates a sequence of action commands for
the appropriate imitative behaviour (assuming the
same objects and workspace). The figure visualizes
the resulting corresponding effects using the rela-

tive displacement effect metric for each of the three
objects. In some of the frames, a star indicates an
exception, i.e. that the displacement that minimizes
the metric is not directly achievable because either
the object would have to move outside workspace
(frames 4, 6, 7 and 9) or is obstructed by another
object (frame 4). In those cases, the generated ac-
tion commands are modified accordingly (modifica-
tion vector shown as a dotted line) so that the imi-
tative behaviour can be carried out.

and we can distinguish between two ‘types’:

• type A exceptions occur when an object, in order for
the effect metric to be minimized, has to be moved
and/or rotated in such a way that it would drift outside
the imitator’s workspace.

The generated displacement and/or rotation action com-
mands will keep the object inside the workspace.

• type B exceptions occur when an object, in order for
the effect metric to be minimized, would have to be
moved and/or rotated in such a way that the next sub-
goal is obstructed by the other objects in the workspace.

The generated displacement and/or rotation action com-
mands will either guide the object around the obstacle,

object has to be handled (either because the obstructing
objects would have been moved, or because the object would
then be required to move/rotate to an unrestricted location).



or allow it to approach as close as possible to the target
configuration.2

Exceptions occur when the metric used cannot be mini-
mized and the system has to explore alternative solutions
when generating action commands for an imitative attempt
(given the particular context). [Whenever no type is speci-
fied in the text, the total number of exceptions (i.e. totaling
both type A and B exceptions) is considered.]

4.1 Methodology
A series of experimental runs were conducted to exam-

ine if the number of exceptions could be used as a reason-
able measure of the system’s performance (from a robot’s
perspective), with fewer exceptions indicating a “better”,
more similar according to the effect metrics, generated imi-
tative behaviour. Towards this goal we first experimentally
characterize the exception profiles likely to occur with three
different metrics. How well the machine-centered perfor-
mance measures correspond to human judgment of similar-
ity is studied in section 5.

The jabberwocky system is able to generalize across dif-
ferent initial object configurations and effect metrics for a
given demonstration. Using the same corresponding objects
and workspace for both demonstrator and imitator, we gen-
erated 10 random demonstrations (see Figure 4 for an exam-
ple of such a demonstration)3, and for each of these, start-
ing from 100 generated random initial object configurations
(positions only), we used the jabberwocky system to gen-
erate imitative behaviours for three of the displacement ef-
fect metrics (absolute position, relative position and relative
displacement). Since we were only interested in characteriz-
ing the number of exceptions arising in the plans produced
with various effect metrics, the generated action commands
were not used in any target imitation platforms. For each
of these simulated experimental runs, we counted the num-
ber of exceptions that occurred (see Figure 5 for an example
of a generated imitative behaviour, with the occurring ex-
ceptions visually highlighted). In total, we performed 3000
experimental runs (3 effect metrics × 10 demonstrations ×

100 initial configurations).
Note that we are not comparing between metrics to deter-

mine which metric is “better”. All the metrics are needed
and useful in different circumstances [1, 2]. On the contrary,
the experiment is used to characterize the different excep-
tion profiles that arise in the course of using each of the
different metrics.

4.2 Experimental Results
The experimental results are presented as frequency dis-

tributions of the number of exceptions in Figures 6 to 8.
In the experimental runs that the absolute position effect

metric is used, the frequency distribution (Figure 6, left)
reflects the fact that there were no type A exceptions and

2These ways of dealing with type A and B exceptions are
convenient for this scenario. In more complex scenarios in-
volving interference from outside or self-initiated movement
by objects, different strategies might sometimes also work,
e.g. waiting for an obstacle to be removed or move away.
3The demonstrations were artificially generated instead of
captured from a human user, since we required the behav-
iours to be random, of the same duration, and to be similarly
segmented in terms of sub-goal granularity.

only a few type B exceptions. The absence of type A excep-
tions (Figure 6, center) can be attributed to the nature of
the metric used - no corresponding position can be outside
the (same as the demonstrator’s) imitator’s workspace. The
low number of type B exceptions (Figure 6, right) can be ex-
plained by the fact that after all the objects have been moved
once early in the generated imitative behaviour, they then
occupy the same positions as in the demonstration, with the
remaining imitative behaviour unfolding like an identical re-
play (which should not cause any exceptions).

When the relative position metric is used, a different fre-
quency distribution can be observed (Figure 7, left). Com-
pared to the absolute position histogram (Figure 6, center),
in this case some type A exceptions do occur (Figure 7, cen-
ter).

Compared to when the relative position metric is used
(Figure 7, right), the lower number of type B exceptions
(Figure 8, right) when the relative displacement metric is
used produces another different frequency distribution (Fig-
ure 8, left). The frequency distributions for the type A ex-
ceptions are very similar when the relative position (Figure
7, center) and the relative displacement (Figure 8, center)
metrics are used. The differentiating factor between the rel-
ative position and the relative displacement is the frequency
distributions for the type B exceptions. Using the relative
displacement metric results mostly in type A exceptions (be-
cause e.g. in the demonstration the object position was not
as close to the workspace edges as in the imitative behav-
iour), while using the relative position metric results mostly
in type B exceptions (because e.g. the other objects are ob-
structing the path of the object towards the corresponding
relative position). The frequency distributions in Figures
8 (left) and 7 (left) are mostly influenced by the type A
(Figure 8, right) and type B (Figure 7, right) exceptions,
respectively.

Overall, the results indicate that if the absolute position
metric is used, no type A and a low number of type B ex-
ceptions can be expected. If the relative position metric is
used, a higher number of both types of exceptions can be
expected. The profile for the relative displacement is similar
to the latter in terms of type A exceptions but exhibits fewer
type B exceptions. But note that, although this performance
measure seems to imply that using the absolute position ef-
fect metric results in the “best” performance, drawing such
a conclusion would miss the point that in general there is
no best, task-independent metric. The choice (and combi-
nation) of metric(s) to be used depends on the particular
demonstrated behaviour and should be automatically deter-
mined by the system (together with the sub-goal granular-
ity) from a wide variety of appropriate metrics (see sections
2 and 3).

5. HUMAN-CENTERED ASSESSMENT
The number of exceptions can be used by a robot to

self-evaluate its imitation performance, but in most cases
some exceptions will unavoidably occur during the genera-
tion of the imitative behaviour, given the particular context
and the choice of metric. We conducted a small pilot user
study to examine how subjects (from a human perspective)
would qualitatively evaluate a selection of imitative behav-
iours generated by the jabberwocky system, compared to
the quantitative evaluation (from the system’s perspective).
The system-centered evaluation was based on the number
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Sample Characteristics (N = 12)
Gender

Female 17%
Male 83%

Age
< 25 17%
26 − 35 58%
> 36 25%

Table 1: Sample Characteristics. All subjects were
recruited from University of Hertfordshire and were
either Ph.D. students or researchers, with a techno-
logical background.
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Figure 9: Qualitative human assessment of imita-
tive behaviours. For each of the nine examples in
the user study (broken down in terms of number
of exceptions). The nine examples are grouped in
three subplots in terms of low, median or high num-
ber of exceptions, each subplot showing the average
answer on the Likert scale used (vs = very similar,
s = similar, n = neutral, d = dissimilar, vd = very
dissimilar), for each of the effect metrics used (Abs.

= absolute position, Rel. = relative position, Disp.

= relative displacement). The circles indicate the
average result from the twelve subjects and the ver-
tical lines the standard deviation. The boxed areas
in each subplot visualize the hypothesis (see text).

of exceptions (as described in the previous section, with a
low number indicating a successful imitation attempt). The
human-centered evaluation used a Likert scale.

5.1 User Study Methodology
The subjects (see sample characteristics in Table 1) were

shown different imitative behaviour examples (based on the
same demonstration) and were asked to evaluate how similar
or dissimilar they felt each attempt was to the demonstra-
tion. Both the demonstration and the imitative behaviours
were given to the subjects as printed visualizations, similar
to Figures 4 and 5. The process of generating the imitation
attempts was not explained to the subjects. Only the effects
and the objects were drawn, not the exceptions. The print-
outs were in colour with a unique colour identifying each of
the three manipulated objects.

For each of three displacement effect metrics (absolute po-
sition, relative position, relative displacement), three imita-
tive behaviours with ‘low’, ‘median’ and ‘high’ number of
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Absolute Position Effect Metric
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Median
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Relative Position Effect Metric
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Figure 10: Relationship between exceptions and
human-assessed similarity. Frequency distributions
for the user similarity judgment on imitative behav-
iours are shown, broken down in terms of the effect
metric used. Grouped in three subplots in terms
of Absolute Position, Relative Position or Relative

Displacement effect metric, each subplot shows the
answer counts on the Likert scale used (Very Similar

to Very Dissimilar), for each of the three number-
of-exceptions categories (low, median and high).

exceptions were included (total of nine examples). The par-
ticular examples were taken from the experimental results
presented in the previous section, with the number of excep-
tions related to the frequency distributions shown in Figures
6 to 8 (‘low’ was zero or one, ‘median’ was the median and
‘high’ well-above the median).

The subjects were not told that different metrics were
used, or that for each metric three cases (according to num-
ber of exceptions) were included. They were only told that
in each example, although the demonstration is the same
for all of them, the initial configuration (positions) of the
objects is different. The order of the examples was random-
ized but the sequence was kept the same for all subjects
(without previews of subsequent examples). Following the
completion of the evaluations, the subjects were also asked
to provide us with some comments on how they made their
choices in a brief informal interview.

Using a five-point Likert scale (very similar, similar, neu-
tral, dissimilar, very dissimilar), our hypothesis was that
the subjects would evaluate the imitation examples with:

• low number of exceptions as similar to very similar,

• median number of exceptions as mostly neutral (rang-
ing from similar to dissimilar) and

• high number of exceptions as dissimilar to very dis-
similar.

5.2 User Study Results
The average values of the answers in qualitative human as-

sessment of similarity of the imitative behaviours from the
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Figure 11: Frequency distribution of the answers
for each of the twelve subjects of the user study.
(vs = very similar, s = similar, n = neutral, d =
dissimilar, vd = very dissimilar)

user study are shown in Figure 9. Our hypothesis (visual-
ized by the boxed areas in each subplot) is mostly confirmed
for the absolute position and less for the relative position
and relative displacement effect metric examples. The fre-
quency distributions shown in Figure 10 also indicate that
most subjects (overall) evaluated the low number of excep-
tions examples as mostly similar (i.e. the imitation attempts
more successful) and the high number of exceptions exam-
ples as mostly dissimilar to the demonstration. For all three
metrics perceived dissimilarity tended to increase with in-
creased number of exceptions. This is an early indication
that the performance of a system can be quantitatively eval-
uated based on the number of exceptions (lower number of
exceptions corresponding to a ‘better’ generated imitating
behaviour).

The frequency distribution of the answers for each of the
twelve participating subjects are shown in Figure 11.

Although the hypothesis was confirmed overall, differences
depending on the effect metric that was used in the individ-
ual examples can be identified. Looking at Figure 9, the
answers for the absolute position examples are a close fit to
the hypothesis. In contrast, for the relative position exam-
ples the answers are predominantly in the range of neutral
to very dissimilar, while for the relative displacement exam-
ples are mainly in the range of very similar to neutral. A
similar impression can be formed by examining Figure 10.

The interviews at the end of each session provided us with
some indications that the subjects while evaluating the im-
itative behaviours were considering only a single measure,
and did not recognize that multiple metrics could be used.
The majority said that they focused either on the object dis-
placements (related to the relative displacement effect met-
ric) or the object positions (related to the absolute posi-
tion effect metric). A few subjects acknowledged that the
arrangement of the objects (related to the relative position
effect metric) might also be important.

Both the demonstration and imitative behaviour examples
used in the user study consisted only of displacement effects,
with the objects retaining the same orientation through-
out as in their random initial configurations. Many sub-
jects commented that they expected the orientation to be
matched (to the one in the demonstration), and in some
particular cases this affected their assessment (marking the
effects as similar instead of very similar). Related to these
comments, many subjects additionally commented that they
found the dissimilar initial positions disorienting, making
them unable in some cases to properly evaluate the imita-
tion attempts.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The number of exceptions, events when the displacements

and/or rotations that would satisfy the effect metric(s) used
to generate corresponding imitative behaviours cannot be
directly achieved in the particular context, can serve as a
quantitative performance measure for systems generating
imitation attempts. A low number of exceptions would in-
dicate that the system was able to produce an imitative be-
haviour mostly similar (according to the metrics used) for
a given context, while a high number would indicate the
contrary. The experimental results presented in section 4.2
(and also similar experimental runs not presented in this pa-
per) seem to indicate that, depending on the different effect
metrics used, distinct frequency distributions of exceptions
can be identified.

The results from the user study indicate that there is a
good alignment between this quantitative performance mea-
sure (from the system’s perspective) and the way subjects
qualitatively evaluate (from a human perspective) the imita-
tion attempts. The choice of effect metrics used to generate
the imitative behaviours is shown to affect the subject’s as-
sessment of the similarity to the demonstration.

Further user studies (with a bigger sample) need to be
conducted, building upon the results of the pilot, examining
how humans evaluate the performance of robots capable of
learning by imitation in a teaching scenario. The demon-
stration and the imitation attempts were provided here as
printed material, without a meaningful context or any inter-
action of the subjects with the actual system. The demon-
strations in the future studies should be performed by the
subjects, allowing them to actively engage with meaning-
ful tasks (that require different types of matching) and to
have explicit personal expectations for the generated imita-
tive behaviours. Similarly, the generated imitative behav-
iours based on the demonstrations (captured from the sub-
jects) should be realized by either (initially) a software plat-
form (with a visualizing animation displayed on a screen) or
(eventually) by a hardware robotic platform (arranging cor-
responding physical objects in a corresponding workspace).
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